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On-screen text Visuals + Notes 

1.  Honeywell Forge Flight Efficiency 
Pilot Connect:  
Awareness for Efficiency 

 

Busy airfield with multiple aircraft 

2. Airlines and flight crews are joining forces to save fuel 
and reduce environmental impact. 
 

 Shots of refueling, engine close 
ups, etc. 

3. The new Pilot Connect mobile app from Honeywell 
Forge Flight Efficiency makes it easy for flight crews to 
engage in fuel efficiency initiatives... 
 
...like balancing fuel savings with on-time performance 
to stay apprised of how choices like increasing 

airspeed affect fuel efficiency. 
 
That’s important because as much as one-third of an 
airline’s potential fuel savings can be attributed to 
flight crews.  
 

Pilot Connect 
Mobile App 

Pilots in the cockpit, crew 
discussions, using tablet or phone 
app 
 
Pilot Connect opening screen 
 

Cockpit acceleration, jet engines 
 
Airport team communicating from 
the ground 
 

4. An intuitive interface gives pilots direct access to real-
time information about specific city pairs, statistical 
contingency fuel, delays, holdings, go-around, and 
other things that may affect fuel burn. 
 

  Pilot Connect screens 
 
Plane in-flight, passing over cities 
(from above looking down, then 
from below looking up at the sky) 

 
5. Recent enhancements to Honeywell Forge Flight 

Efficiency are expected to boost fuel savings, currently 
1- 2% annually for a typical airline with fifty aircraft.  
 

Enhancements 
 
> 1%-2% Fuel Savings, $8M 
 

Busy airfield with multiple aircraft 

6. Put your data to work… to save fuel, reduce costs and 
protect the planet.   

 Plane descent, landing 
 
Crew comradery, confident pilots 
in cockpit 
 
Fueling crew surrounding plane  
 

7. No matter where you are in your flight efficiency and 
sustainability programs, Honeywell can help you take 
the next major step - and the step after that. 
 

Honeywell Forge Flight Efficiency 
+ Pilot Connect 
 
Learn more at x 
 

 
Plane in flight, zooming out from 
cockpit and cabin interiors to sky 
view, data overlay, night aerial 
view of city lights below 
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Cut to the logo with theme line 
and musical tag. 

 


